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Constructions of minimal Turing degrees have been generalized to embed 
partial orders as initial segments. Lachlan [4], Lachlan-Lebeuf [5], Lerman [6, 7], 
and Abraham-Shore [2] have been quite successful in getting positive results, the 
strongest formulation being that every col-sized locally countable upper semi- 
lattice is an ideal in the Turing degrees. 
Minimal degree proofs carry over almost verbatim to other contexts, such as 
hyperdegrees, A~-degrees, and c-degrees. In contrast, the differences among 
these notions express themselves when considering more complicated orders. For 
instance, Adamowicz [1] uses more complicated machinery to get only that a 
well-founded upper semi-lattice can be realized via forcing as the structure of the 
c-degrees. In this paper, we make the distinction among these notions of degree 
sharper by showing that a general class of partial orders cannot be so realized. 
Theorem. Suppose U is a countable lattice with a top element, and ~ ~ U. Then 
U is complete (closed under infinitary ^  and v ). 
Proof. As a warm-up, we start with some easy cases. 
Let U = to + to*. Suppose R realizes U. We build a real T which falls in the cut. 
Identify to with to x to recursively. Let R(0)= R. At stage n, choose the 
L[R(n)]-least representative of the nth degree and put it in T's nth slot. Let 
R(n + 1) be the L[R(n)]-least representative of the (n + 1)*th degree. We have 
coded a representative of each degree from the to-sequence into T, so 
Vn deg(T)>n.  T<~cR(n) Vn since R(n) needs only the finitely many choices of 
the representatives for the kth degrees, k < n, to replicate the construction. This 
is a contradiction. 
Let U -  1 + Q + 1. Let R realize U. The former proof won't work directly, 
since there is no canonical isomorphism between Q and the c-degrees. If we 
merely choose an (to + to*)-sequence around an irrational cut, there is no 
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guarantee that at each successive stage the cut won't shift when using a new 
isomorphism, leaving the limit of the cut rational if not an actual interval. 
The first step is to build a homomorphism f from Q into the c-degrees, the 
restriction of which to {q I q <~P}, P e Q, is in L[f(p)]. 
Start with R. At stage n, suppose we already have Rd ~ d for each d e D,, D, 
fnite. In L[Ra] choose the least of degree >max(D, N L[Rd]). Note that once 
R(d) is selected, it controls the rest of the construction of smaller degrees, with 
parameter the finitely many choices of the R (a), d < d, already picked. 
Now proceed as before. Any (to + to *)-sequence in Q from L can be dealt with 
as above, since there is a canonical monomorphism from Q to the degrees. But 
there is no contradiction from building an intermediate degree, since the 
homomorphism is not necessarily onto. However, there are ~o~ many such cuts, 
and to1 L= ml z'[Rl (lest R introduce incomparable Cohen reals). Since U is 
countable, one of them is not realized, a contradiction. 
In the general case, suppose V = L[R] ~ "U is a countable lattice, ~c ~ U, and 
U is incomplete". 
Proposition. ~o~ = ~o~. 
Proof. Suppose otherwise. Build a perfect tree of Cohen generics over L. Since 
U is countable, there are only countably many degrees of Cohen generics. Since 
Cohen reals preserve to1, each degree is countable, so there are only de- 
numerably many such reals. However, this tree has an uncountable number of 
branches. Therefore t01 = to~. 
Definitions. A filter ~ is a subset of U closed upwards and under (finitary) A. An 
ideal ~ is a subset of U closed downwards and under (finitary) v. If S c U, 
~s= {U ] 3Sl, . . . , s, ~ S u ~ /~is i} 
is the filter generated by S. Similarly for the ideal .-~s. 
(~, ~) is dual if ~ = {f lV i  e ~ f> i} and ..~ = { i lVf  e ~ i <f}.  Let 
~(~)  = {i l Vf e ~ i < f},  ~(~)= {f  l Vi e ~ f > i}. 
For any filter ~, ( .~(~(~)),  ~(~) )  is dual, and .~(~(.~))= ~. Similarly for an 
ideal ~. A dual pair (~, ~) is a cut if ~ has no minimal element and ~ has no 
maximal element; equivalently, ~ has no glb; or ..~ has no lub. 
All of these notions relativize to an interval [a, b] = {u I a ~< u ~< b}. 
By definition, an interval is incomplete iff it has a cut. 
In the sequel we rely heavily on absoluteness. For instance, two partial orders 
being isomorphic is an existential statement, and so is absolute among all models 
in which they are both countable. Since in the present context to1 is absolute, 
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then 'being isomorphic' is absolute among all models containing the partial 
orders. Similarly for an interval having a cut. 
First try to mimic the case of U = 1 + Q + 1. So at stage 0 let R1 represent the 
degree at the top. At stage n + 1, inductively we have a finite linear order of 
degrees d and representatives Ra. Let a be the predecessor of d in this order. If 
possible, for each d already chosen, choose d', a < d '< d, such that [d, d'] and 
[d', d] each contains a cut. If this construction continues infinitely often, then we 
embed the rationals, a contradiction as before. 
Otherwise, this construction stops, say at interval [a, b]. Suppose [a, b] has two 
cuts, (~,.9) and (~' ,`9' ) .  If d~ 'n`9 ,  then [a, d] n (~', ` 9') and [d ,b ]n  
(~,  ` 9) witness that the construction could have continued. Therefore ~ '  n `9 = 0; 
symmetrically, ~ n `9' = ~t. Since (~,  ` 9) #: (~' ,  ` 9') and each pair is dual, 
~ ~' ;  assume without loss of generality f e ~-  ~' .  Since f ~ ~ '  let i e ` 9', 
i ~f.  Then [a, f]  and [i, b] are disjoint intervals with cuts (~,  ` 9) and (~' ,  ` 9') 
respectively. Shrink them properly to [a', f], [i, b'] still containing cuts, just to 
get new endpoints. 
Continue the construction in this manner for as long as possible. If there is 
never an obstruction, then after to-many steps we have embedded 2<°'+ (2<'0) * 
(~r* I> o* iff o ~ r, r* 1> o iff o _D ~ or r _~ o). As with the rationals, reals Ro, Ro. 
can be chosen to represent this order such that the selection beneath each real is 
constructible in that real. Each real S e(2o') L guides the construction of 
Rs = disjoint union (Rstn), constructibly in each R(s rn)*. There are Nl-many reals 
so produced. They all have different c-degrees, because every time an interval 
was split the sub-intervals were disjoint. This contradicts the countability of U. 
If this construction stops, then there is an interval [a, b] with exactly one cut 
(~,  ` 9). For f e ~, let rk f  be the maximum of the lengths of descending chains 
from f in ~, rk i the maximum of the lengths of ascending chains from i in `9. 
Note that rk is absolute. Also, all ranks are ---<to1, because U is countable. 
Suppose rk f= to1. Let (c(tr)[ a'<tol) be a sequence of chains such that 
lh(c(a~))/> a~-2. By the countability of U there is a point d which occupies 
the a~th slot of uncountably many c(tr)'s. These c(~)'s witness that rk(d)= to~; 
furthermore, the distance from f to d is to~. Continuing in this fashion embed the 
rationals, a contradiction as before. So every rank is countable. Also, every rank 
is a limit, because U is a lattice. 
Choose j~ of minimal rank ce = Un ten, i0 of minimal rank ~6 = Un/3n. Choose 
representatives F0 of 3~ and I0 of io. In L[Fn], choose In÷l of distance at least fin 
above In, and Fn+l at least trn beneath Fn. Let S be a recursive disjoint union of 
the Ins. In L[Fo], fix an isomorphism of [i0, j~] and ~¢ O [Io, Fo]. Let S represent s, 
F~ represent fn, In represent in. 
Consider the filter ~ '  generated by {s ^  f I f  e ~}. ~ '  ~ ~- s ~ ~, because 
interpolating between the fn's turns (fn) ^  (s) into an c~-sequence, contradicting 
rkfo = a~. Since there is only one cut, let d = glb ~'.  Any lower bound is in .9 
since (~,  ` 9) is dual. "x e ` 9" is absolute because, by unicity of the cut, it's "there 
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is a cut (~, 5)  and x e 5".  So in <~ s,f Vf • ~;, and d i> in. Interpolating between 
them turns ( in)^(d) into a fl-sequence, contradicting rk io = ft. At this juncture 
the only hypothesis to get rid of is that ~ is a countable, incomplete lattice with a 
top element. [] 
Some of the hypotheses are necessary. Let U = to1 + to~'. The techniques of [3] 
or [8] construct a real realizing U without filling in the cut. So an uncountable 
lattice need not be complete. Also, it is possible to get a choiceless model 
containing all the degrees but not being able to choose a representative from each 
degree. Force over L with to-product or to-iterated Sacks forcing [9]. The generic 
G is equivalent o {G(r) lr • to}; take the inner model generated by {RIR  • 
L[G(0) , . . . ,  G(r)], r • to). ~c = {finite subsets of to, c )  in the former case, 
{to, • } in the latter. So ~c can be an incomplete countable lattice. 
If U is not a lattice but only an upper-semi lattice (as is clearly necessary), our 
proof shows that every subset has a minimal, even if not a minimum, upper 
bound. The only place where we used the inf of U was in that rk(f) is always a 
limit, rk(f) being a successor means exactly that f is minimal in ~, and hence is a 
minimal upper bound of 5. 
Combined with the positive result of Adamowicz, this theorem goes a long way 
toward differentiating the realizable from the unrealizable orders in L. The 
restriction of being constructible is not a mere convenience. For instance, code a 
minimal real into a lattice and then put a diamond on the bottom*. Therefore we 
ask for a characterization of the constructible partial orders realizable as ~c. 
* The author thanks Richard Shore for this example. 
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